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    Fall 2019 
 

 

General 

 Legacy Projections have been removed from the main file navigation dialog.  They 
are still in the file and can be reviewed under Tools + Options, then File Settings + 
Legacy Projections.  They can also be used to start a new cash flow projection. 

 

Tax Forms / Income Statement 

 Add “Period End Date” and “Months in Period” fields to better describe partial years, 
for example quarterly spreads.  Existing data is assumed to be annual and “Months in 
Period” is set to 12 and “Period End Date” is set to December 31 of that year. 

 

C & I Business Analysis (commercial) 

 Added ability to do partial-year analysis (monthly, quarterly, etc.) based on “Months 
in Period” from tax form / income statement.  Some measures are adjusted for 
consistent comparison between periods. 

 Added Statement of Equity report section. 
 

Long Range Planning (FINLRB - agriculture)  

 Fixed issue in calculations where livestock death loss was not reflected in income. 
 

Cash Flow Projection (FINFLO - agriculture)  

 Added "Working capital burn rate (years)" and "Net worth burn rate (years)" to the 
Executive Summary.  These are displayed when there is a negative change in working 
capital or a negative change in earned net worth, respectively. 

 Fixed issue with multi-year plans where the cull income and miscellaneous income 
detail for a breeding livestock plan did not copy to the next year. This was only the 
case for a monthly plan without budgets. 

 Fixed issue with entering loan P & I payment detail for a loan refinance in an annual 
plan type.  Entries made in detail were not being brought back to the main screen. 

 Fixed issue in breeding livestock data entry in a monthly plan using budgets, editing 
the first month's beginning inventory did not automatically recalculate the following 
inventory. 

 



November 2019 

Financial Analysis (FINAN – agriculture) 

 In the case of market-only balance sheets with a change in land value, added a 
separate "Change in land valuation" line in the Statement of Owner's Equity to 
remove that change from the discrepancy. 

 Fixed issue with Scorecard Graphs where sometimes switching from output preview 
to data entry and back caused the graphs to display incorrectly. 

 Fixed issue with combined crops in the enterprise analysis where one of the crops is a 
Double Crop only divides by the acres of the normal crop.  For example: Winter 
Wheat combined with Double Crop soybeans only divides by the wheat acres. 

 Added items in the Dairy "Other Information" area to calculate Energy Corrected 
Milk and Cows per Milker Unit. 

 Fixed Historic Trend reports so individual personal income items now appear in the 
report. 

 Revised the calculation of the Crop Enterprise Analysis cost of production to exclude 
Hedging and LDP income from the other income add-backs. 


